Impro Australia Inc
Hilarious improvised comedy shows and
corporate training
Impro Australia (IA) is the organisation behind Theatresports.
Performed around the world, Theatresports is a series of creative
challenges based on surprise offers and audience suggestions
where performers create instant comedy scenes. It's the basis for
such television shows as Foxtel's Whose Line is it Anyway? and
Thank God You're Here on Channel 10.
Impro Australia's high-energy interactive stage shows are ideal as
stand-alone comedy entertainment for any function. Their
performers can also utilise members of the audience and make
them the stars of the sketches on stage.
Improvisation helps recharge the power of people to listen, accept ideas and communicate clearly and
quickly. Theatresports is fun to watch, and even more enjoyable for your group to learn (and then perform
for their peers). IA ensures that participants in our shows and workshops come away feeling empowered
and very much entertained by the experience
Working to a client's brief, IA will customise sessions to meet the aims and objectives of your event. Impro
Australia's client list includes: Westpac, Price Waterhouse, Qantas, IBM, Apple, KPMG, Honda, 3M, Harvey
Norman, McDonalds and Macquarie Bank.
An Impro Australia show is ideal for...
Conferences, Seminars, Workshops and Product Launches
Staff Training (Team building, product knowledge, communication, active listening)
Live Entertainment for staff or clients.
Workshops: IA's hands-on workshop takes groups through a program of interactive and enjoyable

exercises. In a safe and supportive environment, participants are encouraged to push the boundaries of
their creativity and explore where their talents can lead them

Entertainment show: Impro Australia's 'entertainment-only' show gets the audience laughing, participating

and is a great talking point. The show is completely flexible and can be effortlessly tailored to highlight any
specific conference message point, objective or theme.

Client Testimonials
The entire audience had a wonderful time and immensely enjoyed your event - some even
saying they have not laughed like that in a long time. We would not hesitate to use
Theatresports again.
Westpac

They did a great job transitioning from the conference to the entertainment. I had only positive
feedback from our people, many of whom said they had not laughed that much in a long time.
The skits they picked were great and the way they got our people to join in was fantastic. I
would have no hesitation in reccomending them to others. Impro Australia were very
professional and very funny, the quality of their performances has now sparked an internal
competition for the next conference organisers to come up with something of equal quality.
VISY Beverage

Our team were curled up and cramping after laughing so hard … a great night!
BT Financial Group

Wonderful! As soon as our people realised they were not going to be made fun of, they were all
volunteering to get up on stage to perform with your actors. Your team are masters.
ICCB

The feedback from our sales staff has been excellent. They want your team back again.
Hewlett Packard

Your performers lifted the energy and brought a fun element to the conference. There were
smiles and laughter everywhere and people were engaging more than they might have. Very
funny. Very professional. I would definitely recommend them to others.
MHCC

Client Testimonials
The session was an outstanding success, and perfectly suited to the team-building theme of the
day.
TAFE, Sydney

Impro Aust were the perfect group to wake everyone up after lunch. Some of the comments we
received were: I laughed so much that I was crying; hilarious & so clever; very witty & fast-paced;
fantastic entertainment; great way to get people involved and the energy pumping again after
lunch; a wonderful way to re-ignite the spirit. They scored an average of 8.64 (out of 10) in our
recent survey. I would thoroughly recommend them to anyone looking to be entertained - you
won't be disappointed.
Heritage Bank

